Lab Spaces That Work In Practice

JOHNKNIGHTINTERIORS.COM

CALL US ON 01527 834798 TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT OR TO BOOK A SITE CONSULTATION WITH OUR EXPERTS

Since our inception in 1999, John Knight Interiors have
been fitting-out smart laboratories, with a focus on
creating spaces that work well for the end user. To
achieve this we spend time with you finding out your
needs and priorities. Our specialised interior designers
then convert your brief into CAD room drawings, for your
comments and suggestions. Once drawings have been
approved, our production team get to work and turn your
bright ideas into a stunning reality! Experienced lab fitters
are used for the installation, who take pride in fitting your
room out to a high standard.

We provide a full science lab
installation service including:
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•

Free design consultancy

•

Bespoke manufacturing facility

•

Diligent fitters who care

•

Post-installation customer care

BREATHE MORE
LIFE INTO YOUR
SCIENCE LESSONS

Project Focus - Ellowes Hall Sports College

Meet the FUSION2 System

WWW.JOHNKNIGHTINTERIORS.COM

The answer to the evolving needs of our
clients. By situating services away from the
students on a sloping service panel, FUSION2
promotes higher focus and ultimately higher
learning outcomes for pupils.

MAXIMISE
YOUR LAB
SPACE,
WITH
FUSION2

A more flexible design than traditional
Octagons and Perimeter Storage laboratory
layouts, FUSION2 combines practical
experimentation areas with study desks for
theory work. You can fit 32 students and a
separate demo desk for the teacher into just
60 square meters, compared with 90 square
meters required for a traditional laboratory
layout. In some cases schools have been able
to fit a lab into a standard classroom, avoiding
costly new build or re-modelling works.

Study desks from one side...

Practical science tables on the other!

Why FUSION2?
•

‘Ellowes Hall Sports College are very pleased
with both the style and quality of John Knight
Interiors science specific furniture. The
reverse sided gas taps and electric points
were a key to reduce the risk of accidental or
deliberate tapering. This will also increase the
longevity of the furniture. The new layout of
our classrooms, with fitted benches, has
improved both the quality of teaching and
learning as well as, more importantly,
improved student safety. Our teacher can
easily see all students and all our students
can easily see the teacher, which is
particularly important during practical.’

•

Cut lab space by up to 33%
Improved visibility & pupil safety

•

Services off desktops

•

Increased pupil focus & results

The end result – a smart
laboratory where people
want to be!

Project Lead | Ellowes Hall Sports College
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OUR
LABORATORY
DESIGN TEAM
Our specialist in-house designers have over 50 years of
combined experience in creating beautiful labs, with an
emphasis on practical, user-friendly layouts.
Call our office on 01527 834798 for a free consultation.

Alan James, Senior Lab Planner
Alan has a wealth of experience in
getting the most out of laboratory
spaces, with a passion for practical
room layouts. For Alan, a userfriendly space is number one!
Sophie Chesterton, Interior Lab
Designer
Sophie has brought a touch of
style to the team, using colours
and finishes to get a wow factor
out of any budget!

John Knight Interiors, Redcliffe House, Sherwood Road, Bromsgrove, B60 3DR
Telephone 01527 834798 Fax 01527 558562 Email enquiry@johnknightinteriors.com
Visit www.johnknightinteriors.com

